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NFL Draft 2021 Scouting Report: OLB Jamin Davis, Kentucky 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

This was a very strange scouting study/profile for me. I’m having a hard time putting my finger on it – 

but something doesn’t seem/feel altogether ‘right’. 

Let’s look at the timeline of this… 

-Jamin Davis goes to Kentucky as a lower recruited guy who needed to work on his body (and added 45 

pounds of muscle while at Ky.). Nothing wrong with that. So far, so good. 

-Is a non-factor his first two seasons (2018-2019). Starts to play more later in 2019 and is OK. 15 games 

played in 2018-19, just 1.0 TFL/1.0 sacks in that stretch. Picked off two passes in that time. Had a four-

game stretch to end 2019 season with all 6 and 7 tackle games. No one is really too excited about him 

one way or the other. 

-COVID-2020 comes along, Davis becomes a full-fledged starter. He averages 10.2 total tackles per 

game, but most of them assisted tackles. He gets 4.0 TFLs and 1.5 sacks his final season/2020. He’s 

not among the top five in the SEC in solo tackles (was #7), nor in TFLs or sacks (way down the rankings). 

He was #5 in interceptions (with 3). 

-He has a solid 2020 season. He’s not voted/recognized as a 1st or 2nd or 3rd-team SEC linebacker. No 

one really cares about him one way or the other, and he receives a 5th-6th-round grade from the NFL as 

he explored his entry into the 2021 NFL Draft. 

-At his Pro Day, he registers a 4.48 40-time, has a 42” vertical, and 11’0 broad jump…and flies up the 

board from day three to possible 1st-round prospect…because of a Pro Day. 

I’m into Pro Days too, but I could name 10-15-20 other ‘wow’ Pro Days that didn’t move players from 

later day three to the 1st-round. I find it strange Davis has done just that. ‘Strange’ because literally no 

one noticed Davis much his entire college career…and now he’s tracking as 1st-rounder for some. 

I was excited to watch the tape because Davis didn’t catch my attention in a 2–3-minute peek a month 

ago, but now that I know he is this good/great an athlete at linebacker – maybe he’s going to be a star 

hiding in plain sight!? 

Well, I watched the tape…and I gotta tell you…not that exciting. Not bad. A definite NFL prospect at 

linebacker. Could develop into something very solid, but hoping and assuming I would, be ‘wowed’ – I 

wasn’t. 
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My quick scouting take after watching him against Georgia, Florida, Auburn and in his bowl game against 

NC State: He’s got the mind of a coverage OLB…likes to drop back into coverage…a sometimes solid, 

but more often flimsy tackler – wrangles ballcarriers instead of driving through them. He tackles almost 

like he’s trying not to hurt them (or hurt himself). Nick Bolton (who I studied right before Davis) will try 

to wipe you out if he gets the chance. Jamin Davis just isn’t that kind of hard-nosed assassin in the 

middle…which is why I am looking at him more as an OLB not an ILB. His body says ‘ILB hopes’, but his 

play style says ‘OLB all the way’. 

Maybe these numbers will help you see my line of thinking: 

25 career CFB games…5.0 TFLs and 5 interceptions. 

That’s a terrible count on TFLs for a superior athlete at interior linebacker in college. Five picks are way 

above average. Those numbers exist because he’s dropping into coverage more. Nick Niemann had the 

same issue, except that was his role – to drop back constantly. Davis was more the man in the middle 

and faded back or drifted around way too much. Also, I saw him get blocked out of run plays all the time 

– not just ‘blocked’ but obliterated out of plays. For such an athlete, Davis seems to lack the instinct of a 

killer interior linebacker. 

However, Davis is an NFL-worthy athlete. He can be coached up or out of his flaws…which makes him a 

promising prospect, but not a day one starter. The Davis I see on paper and the Davis I see on tape – 

they are two different guys. The on-paper one is a possible 1st-rounder. The on tape (but knowing the 

on-paper) is a 3rd/4th-rounder…probably 3rd-round developmental. 

I am not sensing doom. I see an upside, but, much like SEC postseason award voters, I was just not all 

that impressed with Jamin Davis…though I really thought I would be. 

  

Jamin Davis, Through the Lens of Our OLB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- 2019-20 stat splits (in games he started/played heavy snaps): 

Versus toughest opponents/best offenses (2020 Auburn, Ole Miss, Georgia, Florida and 2019 Va. Tech 

bowl): 

7.2 total tackles, 0.2 TFLs, 0.0 INTs per game. 

10.8 total tackles, 0.5 TFLs, 0.5 INTs per game = versus the rest of his 2020 schedule 

His big games in his career were against Vandy, So. Carolina and NC State…against dreadful 

QBs/offenses. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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 -- 102 tackles in 10 games in 2020 is good, but 53% of them being ‘assisted’ tackles fits with my motif 

that he’s not a great tackler…just a chase and wrangle guy. Most of the tackles I recall were him tackling 

people from behind AND when he did hit straight ahead the ballcarrier ALWAYS went forward for 

another few feet+. Davis head-to-head rarely/never dropped a ballcarrier in their tracks – not a good 

sign for tackling the best of the best at the next level. 

 

2021 Pro Day: 

6’3.4”/234, 9.5” hands, 33” vertical 

4.48 40-time, 2.61 20-yd, 1.53 10-yd 

Skipped agility drills (I think on purpose, and I think ‘it’s a problem’) 

21 bench reps, 42” vertical, 11’0” broad jump 

 

The Historical OLB Prospects to Whom Jamin Davis Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

This comp list is the reason Davis is legit draftable – he could be a next Fred Warner who got 

better in the NFL. Very possible. 

However, when I look at the college output/results/stats of all the guys on this list – Davis is by far the 

least productive/impressive, though about the same size/athlete as all of them.   

It just drives me crazy trying to figure out – how could a guy test like a boss at his Pro Day and yet be so 

non-impactful on the field. I mean, he got to tackle opportunities OK (chasing them) and picked off a few 

passes, but he did not ‘change the game’ at all. He did not stand out. 

 

OLB 
Grade 

Last First Draft 
Yr 

College H H W Tackle 
Strgth 
Metric 

Spd 
Agil 

Metric 

Pass 
Rush 

Metric 

6.959 Davis Jamin 2021 Kentucky 6 3.4 234 6.58 7.17 6.20 

4.228 Rivers Keith 2008 USC 6 2.2 241 7.07 5.58 5.35 

5.365 Mauti Michael 2013 Penn State 6 1.7 243 7.81 5.63 4.84 

6.015 Warner Fred 2018 BYU 6 3.3 236 7.56 9.53 7.74 

6.466 Iyiegbuniwe Joel 2018 W. Kentucky 6 1.3 229 8.34 7.31 6.14 

6.532 Wilson Eric 2017 Cincinnati 6 1.1 230 9.40 8.02 6.67 

7.408 Burks Oren 2018 Vanderbilt 6 3.1 233 7.46 9.48 8.42 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. 

A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability of becoming an 

NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in certain 

instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An 

attempt to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as a gauge of how physical the player 

is and the likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more ground. 

Pass Rush Metrics = A combination of the physical measurements, but also proven on-field ability to get 

to the QB/backfield in college. 

  

 

2021 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Of the three random draft sites I sampled, Davis is averaging as the #55 player in mock drafts/rankings. 

A late 2nd-rounder. I could see that. Some coach will love his story and dedication (transforming his 

body) and they’ll think they can coach him up into something – and it’s possible they can.  

If I were an NFL GM, I am not taking a player top 100 (or top 250) that I don’t think can be a star. I want 

an impact player rounds 1-2-3, and Davis is not that for me…not that I see. I’ll pass on the price.  

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Could develop into something solid. Could be a steady/good cover 4-3 OLB. Could move to 3-4 ILB and 

develop into something. Lots of hope, but the most likely scenario I see is – fringe 4-3 OLB starter who 

gets looks as a 3-4 ILB too, but never seizes the leading role and is just a randomly OK NFL player. There 

is upside, I’m just too skeptical of it coming to fruition.  
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